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Abstract
We investigate the role of the Keplerian tidal field generated by a supermassive black hole (SMBH)
on the three-body dynamics of stellar mass black holes. We consider two scenarios occurring close
to the SMBH: the breakup of unstable triples and three-body encounters between a binary and a
single. These two cases correspond to the hard and soft binary cases, respectively. The tidal field
affects the breakup of triples by tidally limiting the system, so that the triples break earlier with lower
breakup velocity, leaving behind slightly larger binaries (relative to the isolated case). The breakup
direction becomes anisotropic and tends to follow the shape of the Hill region of the triple, favouring
breakups in the radial direction. Furthermore, the tidal field can torque the system, leading to angular
momentum exchanges between the triple and its orbit around the SMBH. This process changes the
properties of the final binary, depending on the initial angular momentum of the triple. Finally,
the tidal field also affects binary-single encounters: binaries tend to become both harder and more
eccentric with respect to encounters that occur in isolation. Consequently, single-binary scattering in
a deep Keplerian potential produces binaries with shorter gravitational wave merger timescales.
Subject headings: black hole physics – gravitational waves – methods: numerical – binaries: general –
celestial mechanics
1. INTRODUCTION
Galactic nuclei are among the most dense environ-
ments in the Universe, where supermassive black holes
(SMBH), giant molecular clouds and massive star clus-
ters can coexist within a few parsecs. Compact remnants
may sink towards the SMBH, forming an invisible yet
extremely dense cusp (Bahcall & Wolf 1976). One such
cusp may exist even in our Galactic center, as suggested
by the X-ray binary population observed within one par-
sec (Hailey et al. 2018).
Binaries in galactic nuclei can encounter remnants from
the cusp on short timescales. Leigh et al. (2016) cal-
culated the rate of single-binary (1+2) interactions in
Local Group nuclear star clusters and showed that, in
spite of Keplerian motions near any SMBH and even for
very low binary fractions < 1%, the 1+2 encounter rate
can be comparable to what is expected in globular clus-
ters. Leigh et al. (2018) used an analytic Monte Carlo
approach to study single-binary scatterings in galactic
nuclei and active galactic nuclei (AGN) disks. The au-
thors showed that planar scatterings, as would occur in
a disk, harden black hole binaries more efficiently rela-
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tive to isotropic scatterings. But they caution that the
magnitude of the Coriolis force is typically comparable to
the local gravitational force within the binary Hill sphere,
and that more work is needed to better understand how
the non-negligible Coriolis force affects the outcomes of
single-binary interactions.
In AGN disks, three-body scatterings between BH-
BH binaries and other stars and/or compact objects
are thought to occur commonly as well. Secunda et al.
(2018) recently simulated the migration of stellar mass
BHs in an analytically modeled AGN disk using an aug-
mented N-body code. Their simulations included migra-
tion torques, a stochastic gravitational force exerted by
turbulent density fluctuations in the disk, damping of ec-
centricities and inclinations due to passages through the
gas disk, and of course the usual gravitational forces ex-
erted between objects. The authors found that BH-BH
binaries can form rapidly and efficiently in AGN disks as
the BHs migrate towards migration traps in their simu-
lations.
We term the three-body encounters in which all en-
countering bodies are in orbit around the SMBH as Ke-
plerian three-body encounters. Trani et al. (2019) inves-
tigated Keplerian three-body encounters as a mechanism
to produce S-stars and G-objects in the Galactic center
via ionizing encounters between young stellar binaries
and stellar mass black holes. Here we investigate the
fundamental difference between isolated and Keplerian
three-body encounters, by comparing our numerical ex-
periments to the statistical escape theory of three-body
breakups in isolation (Valtonen & Karttunen 2005). We
then use these results to estimate the impact of binary-
single encounters in Keplerian potentials dominated by
a central SMBH on the gravitational wave coalescence
timescales of binary black holes.
In Section 2 we describe the numerical setup of our few-
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TABLE 1
Initial setup of bound triple systems.
Properties \ Set L L1 L2 L3 H H1 H2 H3
w 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5
aSMBH [pc] no SMBH 0.1 0.01 0.005 no SMBH 0.1 0.01 0.005
aI [au] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
aO [au] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
Row 1: dimensionless angular momentum w; row 2: semimajor axis of the orbit around the SMBH; row 3: semimajor axis of the inner binary of
the triple; row 4: semimajor axis of the outer binary of the triple.
TABLE 2
Initial setup of single-binary encounters.
Properties \ Set E1 E1p E1r E1is E2 E2p E2r E2is
aSMBH [pc] 0.0291 0.0291 0.0291 no SMBH 0.0291 0.0291 0.0291 no SMBH
ibin random 0 pi random random 0 pi random
abin [au] 50 50 50 50 5 5 5 5
abin/rHill 1 1 1 1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
ebin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
esin 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Row 1: semimajor axis of the binary orbit around the SMBH; row 2: inclination of the inner binary orbit with respect to the orbital plane around
the SMBH; row 3: semimajor axis of the inner binary; row 4: ratio between ain and the Hill radius of the binary; row 5: eccentricity of the inner
binary; row 6: mass of the binary components; row 7: semimajor axis of the single body in orbit around the SMBH; row 8: eccentricity of the single
body in orbit around the SMBH.
body simulations. Section 3 presents our results on the
breakup of unstable hierarchical triples around SMBHs.
In Section 4 we present a detailed comparison between
the isolated and Keplerian binary-single encounters, and
in Section 5 we discuss the implications for the merg-
ers of binary black holes in galactic nuclei. Finally, we
summarize our results in Section 6.
2. NUMERICAL SETUP
In order to assess the role of the Keplerian potential
during three-body encounters, we examine two scenarios
that cover the two extrema of spectrum of the velocity
dispersion between the binary and the single: unstable
hierarchical triples systems (low velocity dispersion) and
unbound binary-single encounters (high velocity disper-
sion).
Another way to look at these two scenarios is the
hard-soft binary limit (Heggie 1975). A binary is con-
sidered hard if its binding energy Eb is larger than the
kinetic energy Ek of the encountering body. Conversely,
if Eb < Ek, the binary is considered soft. In the unsta-
ble triple case, the outer body has a low relative velocity
with respect to the inner binary, thus the inner binary
is hard. In the case of binary-single hyperbolic interac-
tions, the relative velocity exceeds the orbital velocity
around the SMBH, so that, in the setup considered here,
the binary is soft.
In the first case, we simulate unstable bound triples of
point particles in isolation. These triples decay into a
binary and a single object, unbound with respect to each
other. We then re-simulate the triples in different orbits
around the SMBH and compare the outcomes with the
isolated case.
In the second scenario, we compare the outcomes of
the same hyperbolic encounters between a binary and a
single star both in a Keplerian potential and in isolation.
In all simulations, The SMBH mass is set to 4.31 ×
106 M (Gillessen et al. 2009, 2017). All the other parti-
cles are equal mass black holes of 30 M. In order to de-
tect particle-particle collisions, we set the radius of each
particle to their Schwarzschild radius. Each set of simu-
lations comprises 105 individual realizations.
2.1. Unstable hierarchical triples
Unstable triple systems inevitably decay in a finite
time into an unbound binary and a single star (assuming
all point-particles). The distribution of breakup veloc-
ities is well known in the context of statistical escape
theory (Monaghan 1976a,b; Nash & Monaghan 1978;
Mikkola 1986; Valtonen et al. 2005; Valtonen & Kart-
tunen 2005). The velocity distribution is dependent not
only on the total energy of the initial system, but also
on the total angular momentum of the triple (Anosova
1969; Standish 1972; Saslaw et al. 1974; Valtonen 1974;
Anosova et al. 1984; Anosova & Orlov 1986; Mikkola
1986; Valtonen et al. 2005; Valtonen & Karttunen 2005;
Arca-Sedda et al. 2018). In order to characterize the role
of the Keplerian potential, we compare the breakup ve-
locity vector for the same triple systems in isolation and
in orbit around the SMBH.
To generate unstable triples, we follow the procedure
described in Mikkola (1986). The systems are initialized
as unstable hierarchical triples. We fix the semimajor
axis of the inner and outer orbit, and randomly generate
the inner and outer eccentricity so that i) the Mardling
& Aarseth (2001) criterion for hierarchical triple stability
is not satisfied ii) the total angular momentum L of the
system satisfies the following relation:
w =
−L2Etot
G2 M5tot
(1)
where Etot is the total energy of the triple system and
w is a chosen dimensionless parameter that describes
the amount of angular momentum in the system. For
w = 0, the total angular momentum of the triple is zero,
i.e. the inner and outer orbits are coplanar and ret-
rograde, so that their angular momentum is equal and
anti-aligned. Since the system generated in this way
is only approximately hierarchical, the initial conditions
still show some residual angular momentum, leading to
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an effective weff ' 0.01 instead of zero. We therefore
refer to the initial conditions with w = 0 as the low an-
gular momentum case (L sets of simulations). We also
simulate a set with w = 5, corresponding to the high
angular momentum case (H sets of simulations).
We evolve the triple systems both in isolation and in
circular orbits around the SMBH. In both the L and H
sets, once we set the triple in orbit around the SMBH, we
randomize the direction of the total angular momentum
of the triple, so that there is no preferred direction with
respect to the orbital plane around the SMBH. In fact,
the orientation of the total angular momentum vector of
the triple is known to affect the angular distribution of
breakup directions. Therefore, by randomizing the total
angular momentum of the triple there will be no prefer-
ential breakup direction and any anisotropy can be due
only to the coupling with the Keplerian tidal field. We
set the semimajor axis of the inner and outer binary to
aI = 1 au and aO = 2 au, respectively. With this configu-
ration, the semimajor axis of the triple around the SMBH
can be as small as aSMBH = 0.005 pc before the apocen-
ter of the outer body ends up outside the Hill region of
the triple. Table 1 lists the main initial conditions for
the simulations of unstable hierarchical triple systems.
The simulations are run for 10000 tdyn, where tdyn =
GM
5/2
tot /2 |Etot|3/2 is the dynamical time of the triple, or
until the triple breaks up, whichever is shorter. As we
will show in Section 3.1, less then 0.1% of the triples are
still bound after 104tdyn.
It is straightforward to obtain the breakup velocity of
isolated three-body system by analyzing the final state of
the system, consisting of the binary and the single body
set on an escaping hyperbolic trajectory. It is not as
simple when the three-body system breaks-up while on a
Keplerian orbit around the SMBH. In this case, after the
triple breaks up, the single and the binary will be brought
onto different orbits around the SMBH (or even become
unbound from it). Given the orbital parameters of the
triple and of the final objects (binary and single), it is
possible to recover an analytic expression for the breakup
velocity by assuming that the breakup velocity lies in
the orbital plane of the triple. However, this assumption
holds only if the original and final orbit lie in the same
plane, and there is no analytic expression for the general
case in which the inclination is altered.
For this reason, we compute the breakup velocity as
the difference between the velocity vector of the origi-
nal orbit and the final orbit where their orbits cross (i.e.
where the triple breaks up). This requires knowing the
true anomalies of both the original and final orbits at the
crossing point. To get the true anomalies at the cross-
ing point, we compute the minimum orbital intersecting
distance (MOID9) between the orbit of the triple and
the orbits of the single and the binary using the method
described in Wiz´niowski & Rickman (2013), modified to
work for arbitrary scales and hyperbolic orbits. For all
cases we obtain a MOID of less than 1 au ( aSMBH), in-
9 The MOID is defined as the distance between the closest points
of two Keplerian orbits with a common focus. It is widely em-
ployed for the identification of potentially hazardous objects, i.e.
comets and asteroids with a risk of impacting Earth. The original
algorithm that we employed for the computation of the MOID is
available at the following link: http://moid.cbk.waw.pl/.
dicating that the initial and final orbit do cross and that
the impulsive approximation holds to a good approxima-
tion. The total breakup velocity is then the sum of the
breakup velocity of the single and the binary.
2.2. Binary-single encounters
In order to set up the 4-body simulations in which a
binary and a single object undergo a 3-body encounter
while orbiting an SMBH, we follow the same method
described in Trani et al. (2019). The orbits of the bi-
nary and the single around the SMBH are set up to be
almost intersecting except for a small impact parame-
ter, randomly sampled between 0 and twice the binary
semimajor axis abin. Earlier tests have shown that for an
impact parameter larger than 2abin there is almost no in-
teraction between the binary and the single (Leigh et al.
2016), and the shape of the distribution of impact pa-
rameters within this range has little impact on the final
outcome. The mutual inclination between the two orbits
is chosen to be isotropic, consistent with the spherical
symmetry and isotropy of the cusp around the SMBH in
the Milky Way. The simulations begin with the binary
and the single moving towards the orbital intersection,
about 1/16th of the binary orbital period before the en-
counter takes place. This is enough to ensure that the
binary and the single are sufficiently separated at the
beginning of the simulation.
If the binary breaks up during the encounter, we clas-
sify it as a ionization; if otherwise the original binary
remains bound, we classify this outcome as a flyby. If
a member of the original binary is exchanged with the
third body, we consider it an exchange. If a binary, ei-
ther original or exchanged, survives the encounter, we
wait for its center of mass to be 100 binary semimajor
axes away from the single body and record its orbital
parameters. However, it may occur that the semimajor
axis of the binary is positive (hence indicating a bound
binary) even when larger than the Hill radius of the sys-
tem by orders of magnitude. In this case, the binary is
in a temporary, loosely bound state but will eventually
be broken up by the tidal field. For this reason, after
recording the binary orbital parameters we remove the
third body and continue the simulation for 10 binary or-
bits around the SMBH. If the binary is still bound at
the end of the simulation, we count the binary as bound,
otherwise we consider it as an ionization.
Both the binary and the single orbit the SMBH on a
circular orbit with aSMBH = 0.291 pc. We consider two
cases: loose binaries with abin = 50 au ' RHill, and tight
binaries with abin = 5 au ' 0.1RHill. For the Hill radius,
we employ the following definition:
rHill = aSMBH
(
mbin
3MSMBH
)1/3
(2)
In both cases, the relative velocity between the binary
and the single is much higher than the orbital velocity of
the binary, so the binary can be considered as soft. We
also consider different binary inclinations with respect to
the orbital plane around the SMBH and simulate three
different sets for each binary semimajor axis consider-
ing prograde binaries, retrograde binaries and isotropic
binary orientations.
We re-run sets of Keplerian three-body encounters in
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isolation. In this case, we model the isolated hyperbolic
encounters using the known impact parameter and rel-
ative velocity of the binary and single stars at the en-
counter from the simulations of Keplerian encounters.
We set the relative velocity between the orbit of the sin-
gle and the binary at the point of closest approach in the
Keplerian simulations as the velocity at infinity in the
isolated case. The impact parameter is the same as in
the Keplerian encounters. Since in isolation there is no
preferential reference frame, we re-run in isolation only
the set with isotropic orientations of the binaries.
Table 1 lists the main initial conditions for our binary-
single numerical scattering experiments.
2.3. TSUNAMI code
We run the simulations with TSUNAMI, a direct N-
body integrator that implements Mikkola’s algorith-
mic regularization, namely, the logarithmic Hamiltonian
and the time-transformed leapfrog (Mikkola & Tanikawa
1999a,b). When combined with a Bulirsh-Stoer extrap-
olation algorithm (Stoer & Bulirsch 1980) or a higher
order symplectic scheme (Yoshida 1990), this method is
ideal to numerically integrate strong dynamical interac-
tions with high mass ratios. More details on the code
will be presented in a following work (Trani et. al, in
preparation).
TSUNAMI includes velocity-dependent forces following
the algorithm described in Mikkola & Merritt (2006,
2008). Among these, we have implemented the post-
Newtonian terms 1PN, 2PN and 2.5PN (Blanchet 2006)
and the tidal drag-force from Samsing et al. (2018b). Our
code also includes collision detection.
To better compare the results of the simulations with
the (Newtonian) statistical theory of (isolated) three-
body encounters, in the present work we do not turn
on post-Newtonian terms. Post-Newtonian simulations
with more realistic initial conditions will be presented in
the next work of the series.
3. UNSTABLE HIERARCHICAL TRIPLES AROUND
SUPERMASSIVE BLACK HOLES
3.1. Lifetime
Figure 1 shows the distribution of breakup times
(tbreak) of the triple systems in isolation and in orbit
around the SMBH. Overall, the tidal field decreases
the lifetime of the triples, with the effect most appar-
ent in the strong tidal field cases (sets L2 and H2 with
aSMBH = 0.01, sets L3 and H3 with aSMBH = 0.005 pc).
The number of systems that have not yet broken up by
the end of the integration is reported in Table 3. The
mean number of orbits around the SMBH for a triple to
break up is 0.05 in set L2 and 0.15 in set L3, while it is
0.29 and 0.53 and in set H2 and H3, respectively.
The tidal field also affects the number of systems that
result in a body-body collision between two particles of
the triple (first row of Table 3). In triples with low an-
gular momentum (w = 0) the number of collided sys-
tems decreases steadily with increasing strength of the
tidal field, down to ≈1/10th of the number of equiva-
lent collided systems in isolation (Table 3). The prob-
ability of a collision increases with the amount of time
the system spends in a small volume of space. The de-
crease of number of collisions indicates that the system
can break earlier without undergoing as many close en-
counters. This is also in agreement with the results of
?, who found that the merger probability for black hole
triplets is maximized for retrograde triples.
In high angular momentum triples (w = 5), the num-
ber of collided systems is already very low even for triples
in isolation, so the differences in number of collided sys-
tems is likely due to chaos, stochastic effects and small
number statistics alone.
3.2. Magnitude and direction of breakup velocity kicks
Figures 2 and 3 compare the distributions of magnitude
and direction of the breakup velocity kick for three-body
systems in isolation and in circular orbits around the
SMBH.
Figure 2 shows the results from triples with low total
angular momentum. For aSMBH = 0.1 pc, the breakup
velocities are largely unaffected: the breakup direction is
isotropic and the velocity distribution matches the one
derived from the isolated case. On the other hand, deeper
in the potential of the SMBH, for aSMBH = 0.01 and
0.005 pc the tidal field of the SMBH affects the breakup
velocity both in magnitude and direction.
As the distance from the SMBH decreases, the breakup
velocity decreases as well. Ejections occur preferably
along the radial and anti-radial directions, while ejec-
tions along the prograde and retrograde directions are
strongly disfavoured. Ejections towards the normal to
the orbital plane are also disfavoured.
Similar trends occurs for sets H1, H2 and H3 (Fig-
ure 3), whose triples have higher angular momentum
compared to the L1, L2 and L3 sets. Compared to the
low total angular momentum case, the breakup velocity
is overall lower (top panel of Figure 3) and the degree of
anisotropy in the breakup direction is enhanced (bottom
panels of Figure 3). Additionally, a tail with velocities
higher than the isolated case appears in sets H2 and H3,
which was otherwise absent in sets L2 and L3.
We also compare the breakup velocity distribution
with that expected from statistical escape theory (equa-
Fig. 1.— Fractional (left) and cumulative (right) distributions of
the lifetimes of unstable triple systems. Dotted blue line: aSMBH =
0.1 pc; dot-dashed green line: aSMBH = 0.01 pc; dashed red line:
aSMBH = 0.01 pc. Top panels: sets L, L1, L2 and L3 (w = 0).
Bottom panel: sets H, H1, H2 and H3 (w = 5). The cumulative
distributions are normalized to integrate to unity although each set
has a different total number of broken up systems, mainly due to
the different number of collided systems (especially in sets L, L1,
L2 and L3; see Table 3).
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TABLE 3
Outcomes of triple systems.
Properties \ Set L L1 L2 L3 H H1 H2 H3
Collided (%) 10.443 8.802 2.520 0.908 0.110 0.097 0.127 0.133
Not broken up (%) 0.185 0.317 0.001 0.002 1.160 2.561 0.109 0.030
Row 1: percentage of collided systems; row 2: percentage of triples not broken up after 10000 dynamical times.
tion 7.19 from Valtonen & Karttunen 2005). Specifically,
f(vkick) =
(n− 1) |Etot|n−1 msinMtot/mbinvkick
|Etot|+ 12 (msinMtot/mbin)v2kick
(3)
where msin and mbin are the masses of the single and
the binary, respectively, and n is a dimensionless pa-
rameter that depends on the total angular momentum
of the system and that can be determined from numeri-
cal experiments. Valtonen & Karttunen (2005) find that
n = 18L2norm + 3, where Lnorm is the total angular mo-
mentum of the system normalized to the maximum al-
lowed one, corresponding to w = 6.25 (Mikkola 1994).
For w = 0 we use n = 3.5, while for w = 5 we set
n = 12.5. Interestingly, the theoretical distribution fits
well the distribution from isolated triples in the low-
velocity regime, but fails to reproduce the high-velocity
end for both L and H sets. In any case, the theoretical
distribution does not fit at all the velocity kick distribu-
tions from triples in a tidal field.
3.3. Orbital properties of the final binaries
Figure 4 shows the semimajor axes and eccentricity dis-
tributions of the binaries formed from the breakup of the
triples with w = 0. From statistical escape theory, we ex-
pect that the distributions of eccentricity and semimajor
axis are given by (equations 7.26 and 7.31 from Valtonen
& Karttunen 2005):
f(|Eb|) = (n− 1) |Etot|n−1 |Eb|−n (4)
f(e) = 2 (p + 1) e (1− e2)p (5)
where Eb = −Gmbin/2a is the binding energy of the
binary, and p is a parameter, analogue to n, which can be
computed from the empirical expression p = Lnorm/2 −
1/4 (Valtonen et al. 2003).
The slope of the semimajor axis distribution of all sets
is consistent with that expected from statistical theory
for all the L sets. Here the most noticeable difference
is that the semimajor axis distribution is increasingly
shifted towards larger semimajor axes with decreasing
distance from the SMBH.
The eccentricity distribution presents more striking
differences between weak and strong tidal fields. While
in all cases the eccentricity distribution remains su-
perthermal, it becomes increasingly thermal with de-
creasing distance from the SMBH (top right panel of
Figure 4). Note that the differences are mainly in the
high-eccentricity tail: the distribution at low eccentric-
ities does not present any differences and it is consis-
tent with the expected theoretical distribution. On the
other hand, the theoretical distribution does not match
the high-eccentricity tail in any of the simulation sets,
regardless of whether the triples are in isolation or not.
The situation is very different for binaries formed from
the breakup of triples with high angular momentum
(w = 5, H sets, Figure 5). In this case, the eccentric-
ity distribution is largely unaffected by the tidal field,
and it is overall consistent with a thermal distribution,
as also expected from statistical theory. In contrast, the
semimajor axis distribution is strongly affected by the
tidal field, deviating from the expected theoretical dis-
tribution. As shown in the bottom left panel of Fig-
ure 5, the semimajor axis distribution extends towards
smaller semimajor axes with decreasing distance from
the SMBH. Note that the semimajor axis is on average
larger than in the low angular momentum case. In this
case, the tidal field enables the binaries to reach the small
semimajor axis range allowed in low angular momentum
triples, but that was otherwise inaccessible in high angu-
lar momentum triples.
As for the sets with low angular momentum, sets H2
and H3 also achieve larger semimajor axes with respect
to the sets in isolation and in a weak tidal field (set H1).
Nonetheless, the binary apocenter remains inside the Hill
radius, even for the H3 sets (2 amaxbin ' 1.3 au < 8.6 au '
RHill).
3.4. The role of the tidal field in the evolution of triples
Two common features emerge from the introduction
of the Keplerian tidal field to an unstable three-body
system, regardless of its initial angular momentum: the
typical ejection velocity is lower, and the upper limit on
the semimajor axis of the final binary increases. These
two features are coupled, since the total energy of the
triple is approximately conserved even in the presence of
the tidal field. The total energy of the system after the
breakup can be thus broken down into the sum of the
(positive) energy of the escaper and the binding energy
of the binary, or |Etot| = Eesc +Ebin. Consequently, the
harder the binary, the higher the breakup velocity and
viceversa.
The three-body evolution can be thought as a succes-
sion of episodes featuring strong interactions, in which
all bodies interact “democratically”. Most of these pro-
duce temporary ejections, in which one of the bodies gets
ejected on a wide, bound orbit and the system can be
regarded as an unstable, hierarchical triple. The three-
body system goes through a succession of these states,
until a single body acquires enough velocity to escape.
The tidal field lowers the threshold velocity necessary
for one body to escape the system. Therefore, in isola-
tion an ejected body on a bound orbit will always return
back to the binary, while in our case the tidal field might
breakup the system before this occurs.
We can estimate it by considering the Hill radius as
the maximum semimajor axis an ejected body can have
with respect to the binary, beyond which the tidal forces
from the SMBH will break the pair and the single body
will not return to begin another strong interaction. The
largest allowed semimajor axis of the final binary is easily
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Fig. 2.— Top panel: distribution of breakup velocities of un-
stable triples for set L1 (aSMBH = 0.1 pc, dotted blue line), set
L2 (aSMBH = 0.01 pc, dot-dashed green line) and L3 (aSMBH =
0.01 pc, dashed red line) and the corresponding isolated set (black
histogram). Initial triples have w = 0, aI = 1 au, aO = 2 au. The
dotted blue, green and red vertical lines indicate the Hill velocity
for aSMBH = 0.1, 0.01 and 0.005 pc (see Section 3.4 for more de-
tails). Bottom three panels: Angular distribution of the breakup
velocity vectors for the triples of sets L1, L2 and L3 in the reference
frame co-rotating with the triple in its motion around the SMBH.
The colour indicates the magnitude of the velocity in km/s. Kicks
with velocity greater than 350km/s are magnified. The green 4
and 5 indicate the radial and anti-radial directions, respectively.
The red / and its antipode (red .) are the positive and negative
normal to the orbit. The blue  and ⊗ correspond to the retro-
grade and prograde directions.
vHill
V&K05			n	=	12.5
Isolated		(H)
aSMBH	=	0.1	pc		(H1)
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w	=	5
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Fig. 3.— Same as Figure 2, but for set H1, H2 and H3 (aSMBH =
1, 0.1 and 0.01 pc) and the corresponding isolated set (w = 5, aI =
1 au, aO = 2 au). In this case, kicks with velocity greater than
500km/s are magnified.
derived:
amaxbin =
(
(2 |Etot|)
Gm1m2
− 1
rHill
m1m2
(m1 + m2)m3
)−1
(6)
where m1 and m2 are the masses of the binary compo-
nents, and m3 is the mass of the escaper.
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Fig. 4.— Top panels: cumulative distribution of semimajor axes (left) and eccentricities (right) of the binaries formed from the breakup
of unstable triples in sets L1 (dotted blue line), L2 (dot-dashed green line), L3 (dashed red line), and the triples in isolation (solid black
line). Yellow dashed line: thermal eccentricity distribution. Magenta dashed lines: Equations 4 (left) and 4 (right), with n = 3.5 and
p = −0.2, respectively. Bottom panel: same as top, but showing the corresponding non-cumulative distributions.
For rHill −→ ∞, Equation 6 reduces to amaxbin =
Gm1m2/2 |Etot|, for which we obtain amaxbin ' 0.510 au,
consistent with the value of 0.506 au we obtain from the
isolated set L. For sets L1, L2 and L3 Equation 6 leads
to amaxbin ' 0.513, 0.538 and 0.570 au, respectively, which
is in reasonable agreement with the results of the sim-
ulations (0.508, 0.544 and 0.588 au), given that the Hill
region is not actually spherical (as shown by Figures 2
and 3) and it does not constitute a ”hard” boundary.
In the high angular momentum simulation sets (w = 5,
sets H1, H2 and H3), amaxbin is overall slightly larger than
in the low angular momentum sets; nonetheless Figure 4
presents the same qualitative trend described by Equa-
tion 6.
For the same reason, as rHill decreases, the breakup
velocity becomes skewed towards lower velocities. This
effect can be quantified by considering the Hill velocity
of the triple system, defined as
vHill =
√
GMtot/rHill (7)
This velocity is the typical velocity of a loosely-bound
test particle which orbits at the border of the Hill region.
In our setup, vHill ' 20, 63 and 90 km/s, for aSMBH =
0.1 pc (sets L1 and H1), aSMBH = 0.01 pc (sets H2 and
L2) and aSMBH = 0.005 pc (sets L3 and H3), respectively.
The breakup velocity can be affected by the mecha-
nism discussed above for vkick < vHill. In this range, the
distribution of breakup velocities shifts towards lower ve-
locities than vHill, as shown by the top panel of Figure 2
and 3. This also explains why the breakup velocity and
especially its direction is more affected in the triples with
high angular momentum (w = 5), for which the breakup
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Fig. 5.— Top panels: cumulative distributions of semimajor axes (left) and eccentricities (right) of the binaries formed from the breakup
of unstable triples in sets H1 (dotted blue line), H2 (dot-dashed green line), H3 (dashed red line), and the triples in isolation (solid black
line). Yellow dashed line: thermal eccentricity distribution. Magenta dashed lines: Equations 4 (left) and 4 (right), with n = 12.5 and
p = 0.1, respectively. Bottom panel: same as top, but showing the corresponding non-cumulative distributions.
velocity is overall lower compared to the w = 0.
The angular distribution of the breakup velocity be-
comes anisotropic, following the shape of the Hill re-
gion around the triple. The triple can break more easily
towards the radial and antiradial directions where the
Hill region opens up. On the other hand, breakups are
strongly disfavoured in the prograde and retrograde di-
rections, where the energy threshold for the escape is
larger. This anisotropy manifests itself also in the tidal
breakups of high-mass ratio binaries in Keplerian poten-
tial (Trani et al. 2016b).
Notice that in both Figures 2 and 3, the distribution
of vkick for aSMBH = 0.1 pc is actually skewed towards
higher velocities, compared to the isolated triples, which
would imply a smaller value of amaxbin . However, this is
clearly not the case. We attribute the mismatch in the
vkick distribution to the impulse approximation that we
assume to compute vkick in the Keplerian case, which in-
evitably breaks down at low velocities. This also implies
that the actual vkick distribution is even more skewed at
low velocities compared to the computed one shown in
Figure 2 and 3.
The effects of the tidal field we have discussed so far
do not depend on the initial angular momentum of the
triple. However, two angular momentum dependent fea-
tures clearly emerge from Figure 4 and 5. First, the ec-
centricity distribution of the final binaries is affected by
the tidal field only in the low angular momentum case.
Second, binaries become tighter in the presence of the
tidal field only in the high angular momentum case.
Both effects are a consequence of the angular momen-
tum transfer between the triple and its orbit around the
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SMBH. The superthermal eccentricity distribution in iso-
lated, low angular momentum triples results from the
fact that, in order for a breakup to occur, the three par-
ticles need to end up in a sufficiently small volume to
accelerate one body to ejection. This translates to lower
angular momentum interactions tending toward being
more compact, more eccentric and having higher ejection
velocities, relative to higher angular momentum interac-
tions, and results in the eccentricity distribution of the
final binaries being superthermal.
The tidal field torques the system, transferring angu-
lar momentum from the orbit around the SMBH to the
triple system, as shown in Figure 6. Low angular mo-
mentum triples mostly gain angular momentum, which
results in the final eccentricity distribution approaching
the thermal distribution. The angular momentum gain
does not affect high angular momentum triples, since
those systems begin with enough angular momentum to
be redistributed among the particles, so that the final
eccentricity distribution is always thermal.
However, the transfer of angular momentum can also
go the other way around: from the triple to the orbit
around the SMBH. This effect is obviously more impor-
tant for high angular momentum triples, and actually
makes them behave more like low angular momentum
triples. This is clear from Figure 7, which shows that the
binaries with smaller semimajor axes are formed from the
triples that have lost most angular momentum.
Fig. 6.— Cumulative fraction of the ratio between angular mo-
mentum of the triple before breakup (Lf) and initial angular mo-
mentum of the triple (Li). Dotted blue line: aSMBH = 0.1 pc; Dot-
dashed green line: aSMBH = 0.01 pc; dashed red line: aSMBH =
0.01 pc. Top panels: sets L1, L2 and L3 (w = 0). Bottom panel:
sets H1, H2 and H3 (w = 5). Sets L and H are not shown, since
there is no change in the total angular momentum for triples in
isolation.
Fig. 7.— Final semimajor axis of binaries produced from triple
breakup versus the ratio between the angular momentum of the
triple before breakup (Lf) and the initial angular momentum of
the triple (Li). Only the sets with w = 5 are shown. Blue circles:
aSMBH = 0.1 pc (H1); green circles: aSMBH = 0.01 pc (H2); red
circles: aSMBH = 0.01 pc (H3). The dotted vertical line indicates
the region of no angular momentum exchanges.
4. BINARY-SINGLE ENCOUNTERS IN A KEPLERIAN
POTENTIAL
4.1. Loose binaries: abin ' rHill
TABLE 4
Outcomes of binary-single encounters.
Set \ Outcome Ionization (%) Flyby (%) Exchange (%)
E1is 1.766 96.994 1.24
E1 41.514 58.135 0.398
E1p 85.078 14.563 0.388
E1r 8.853 90.826 0.342
E2is 5.662 90.216 4.122
E2 14.146 86.422 0.172
E2p 12.981 86.941 0.079
E2r 12.989 86.925 0.087
Figure 8 shows eccentricity and semimajor axis distri-
butions of the binaries after the three-body encounters
in sets E1 (isotropic binary orientations), E1p (prograde
binaries), E1r (retrograde binaries) and Eis (isolated en-
counters). In these sets, the binary is initially circular
with a semimajor axis of abin = 50 au, which approxi-
mately corresponds to the Hill radius of the binary sys-
tem at this distance from the SMBH (see Equation 2).
The tidal field has a strong impact on the fraction of
surviving binaries, as well as on their orbital properties.
The outcome of the encounter also strongly depends on
the initial inclination of the binaries.
Table 4 shows the outcome fraction of the binary-single
encounters. About 85% of the binaries from set E1p end
up ionized by the encounter, while only 9% gets ionized
in set E1r. This is not surprising, since it is very well
known that retrograde binaries are more stable with re-
spect to prograde ones, and can achieve larger semimajor
axes without getting disrupted by the tidal field (Henon
1970; Innanen 1980; Hamilton & Burns 1991; Innanen
et al. 1997; Georgakarakos 2013; Trani et al. 2016a; Gr-
ishin et al. 2017). This emerges clear from the semimajor
axis distribution, which gets truncated at about 60 au in
set E1p, in contrast with the upper limit of 90 au in set
E1r. In set E1is, since there is no tidal field, the binary
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Fig. 8.— Top panels: cumulative distributions of semimajor axes (left) and eccentricities (right) of the binaries that survive three-body
encounters for sets E1 (dashed red line), E1p (dot-dashed blue line), E1r (dotted green line), the corresponding set in isolation E1is (fine
dotted cyan line) and the initial conditions (solid black line). Yellow dashed line: thermal eccentricity distribution. Bottom panel: same
as top, but showing the corresponding non-cumulative distributions. The initial eccentricity is zero so it does not appear in the plot.
semimajor axis can be arbitrarily large and only about
3% of the binaries get ionized by the tidal field.
Despite the disruptive effect of the tidal field, the bi-
naries in the Keplerian sets become more hard compared
to the binaries in isolation. The semimajor axis dis-
tribution reaches significantly lower values in sets E1,
E1p and E1r with respect to the isolated case, indicat-
ing that Keplerian three-body encounters are more effi-
cient at hardening the binaries. The number of binaries
with smaller semimajor axes than in isolation remains
nonetheless small, about a few % of the total number of
survived binaries.
The final eccentricity distribution has approximately
the same range independently of whether the encounter
occurs in isolation or around the SMBH. However, the
eccentricity distribution of set E1p is significantly more
skewed towards higher eccentricities compared to those
of the isolated set, with the median eccentricity being
almost 10 times higher than the in the isolated case
(e˜E1p ' 0.26 vs e˜E1is ' 0.03). Also binaries from sets
E1r and E1 are on average more eccentric than in iso-
lation with a median of e˜E1 ∼ e˜E1r ' 0.14 compared to
e˜E1is ' 0.03.
4.2. Tight binaries: abin = 0.1rHill
Figure 9 shows the same as Figure 8, but for the
E2 sets. In this case, the binary has an initial semimajor
axis of abin = 5 au, much lower than the Hill radius of
the binary.
In these sets, the binary orientation does not influ-
ence the surviving binary fraction, which is close to the
isolated case. The tidal field does not participate in the
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Fig. 9.— Top panels: cumulative distributions of semimajor axes (left) and eccentricities (right) of the binaries that survive three-body
encounters for sets E2 (dashed red line), E2p (dot-dashed blue line), E2r (dotted green line), the corresponding set in isolation E2is (fine
dotted cyan line) and the initial conditions (solid black line). Yellow dashed line: thermal eccentricity distribution. Bottom panel: same
as top, but showing the corresponding non-cumulative distributions. The initial eccentricity is zero so it does not appear in the plot.
breakup of the binaries, but still affects their final orbital
parameters.
The semimajor axis distribution is nearly the same for
all Keplerian sets. As in the E1 sets, the minimum semi-
major axis in the Keplerian sets is smaller than in the
isolated case, although only a few 0.1% of the binaries
reach a semimajor axis smaller than the lower minimum
of 0.6 au of set E1is.
The eccentricity distribution is the same for sets E2p
and E2r, while binaries from set E2 are overall less ec-
centric. The median eccentricity of the E2is set is about
e˜E2is ' 0.1, compared to e˜E2p ∼ e˜E2r ' 0.18 of the
sets E2p and E2r, and e˜E2 ' 0.15 of set E2. Overall,
we find more binaries in sets E2, E2p and E2r with mod-
erate eccentricities (e = 0–0.9) than in set E2is.
4.3. The role of the tidal field during binary-single
encounters
The Keplerian potential generated by the SMBH intro-
duces two more forces with respect to isolated encoun-
ters: the tidal force and the Coriolis force. The first can
be expressed in the reference frame rotating with the bi-
nary mean motion around the SMBH as
Ftid = Ω
2
SMBH(3x− z) (8)
where ΩSMBH is the angular velocity around the SMBH
and x and z are the rotating coordinates, in which x ex-
tends along the radial direction and positive z is normal
to the plane of the orbit. Therefore, the tidal force is
mostly independent of the orientation of the binary with
respect to its orbit around the SMBH. The Coriolis force
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can be instead expressed as
FCor = −2ΩSMBH × vbin (9)
where vbin is the velocity vector of a star in the rotat-
ing reference frame, and strictly depends on the orien-
tation of the binary. Specifically, the Coriolis force will
be centripetal for retrograde binaries and centrifugal for
prograde ones.
Since FCor ∝ vbin ∝ a−1/2bin , the Coriolis force is more
effective in tight binaries. Moreover, since the Coriolis
force cannot do work, it will not change the energy of the
system. However, by changing its angular momentum, it
can still affect the overall dynamics, and thus alter the
final energy state of the system. In contrast, for the
tidal force Ftid ∝ abin, such that it is stronger in loose
binaries, and can directly affect both energy and angular
momentum.
For these reasons, a greater discrepancy arises in the
final semimajor axis distribution for the loose binaries of
set E1 when comparing Keplerian and isolated encoun-
ters, while little differences are present in tight binaries
of set E2 that reside deep within their Hill sphere.
Eccentricity, on the other hand, is affected regardless of
the abin/RHill ratio, and it is more sensitive to the initial
orientation of the binary. The Coriolis force determines
the stability and thus the survival of the loose binaries
of set E1. On the other hand, the tight binaries of set
E2 reside deep in their Hill region so that they are stable
independently of their orientation.
Another interesting result is due to this fact: the bi-
naries from sets E2p and E2r have the same eccentric-
ity distribution after the encounter, and are on average
twice as eccentric than the isotropically oriented binaries
of set E2. In other words, non-coplanar binaries become
much less eccentric than coplanar ones. This might seem
counter-intuitive at first, since the Kozai-Lidov mecha-
nism, which can bring binaries to extremely high eccen-
tricities, is efficient at high inclinations. However, with
this setup we are looking at the immediate outcome after
the encounter, and not at the long-term secular dynamics
of the binary around the SMBH.
5. IMPLICATIONS FOR GRAVITATIONAL WAVE
MERGERS
5.1. Unstable triples (hard binaries)
Figure 10 shows the gravitational wave merger
timescales calculated from the eccentricity and semima-
jor axis of the binaries formed from the simulations of
unstable hierarchical triples (Peters 1964). As explained
in Section 2, we can also interpret these simulations as
the result of hard binary encounters. This type of en-
counter is typical of AGN disks, where the relative ve-
locity between the binary and the single within the disk
is small due to the coherent Keplerian motion (Secunda
et al. 2018; Leigh et al. 2016; Leigh et al. 2018; McKernan
et al. 2018; Tagawa et al. 2019).
In all sets, the merger timescale is dominated by the
final eccentricity of the binary. Isolated, low angular mo-
mentum (w = 0) triples have the shortest merger times
due to the superthermal eccentricity of the final binaries.
The addition of the tidal field makes the triples gain an-
gular momentum from the orbit, so that the eccentric-
ity distribution becomes more thermal and the average
Fig. 10.— Cumulative distribution of gravitational wave coales-
cence timescale for surviving binaries in all sets of simulations of
unstable hierarchical triples. Top panel: sets with w = 0 (L1,
L2, L3 and L). Bottom panel: sets with w = 5 (H1, H2, H3 and
H). Dashed red line: aSMBH = oriented binaries; dotted blue line:
prograde binaries; dot-dashed green line: retrograde binaries, fine
dotted cyan line: sets in isolation; black line: initial coalescence
timescale. Here we consider only binaries with merger timescale
shorter than the initial one. The distribution are normalized to
the number of binaries in the isolated sets.
merger time increases.
Since the final eccentricity of high angular momentum
(w = 5) triples is always thermal, there is no difference in
the merger time distribution, regardless of the presence
of the Keplerian tidal field.
5.2. Binary-single encounters (soft binaries)
Figure 11 shows the cumulative distribution of the
coalescence timescale tgw for the surviving binaries of
binary-single encounters. In all the simulated sets, the bi-
nary is always soft with respect to the encountering body.
This type of encounter typically occurs in high density,
spherical cusps of compact remnants around SMBHs.
For both wide and tight binaries, the encounter short-
ens the coalescence timescale by over 9–12 orders of mag-
nitude. This is a common feature of three-body encoun-
ters, such as those occurring in globular and young star
clusters (e.g. Ziosi et al. 2014; Trani et al. 2014; D’Orazio
& Samsing 2018; Antonini et al. 2018; Samsing et al.
2018c,a; Samsing & D’Orazio 2018; Banerjee 2018; Arca
Sedda & Benacquista 2019; Samsing et al. 2019b,a; Ku-
mamoto et al. 2019; Di Carlo et al. 2019; Rastello et al.
2019; Rodriguez et al. 2019).
This effect is further enhanced by the inclusion of the
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tidal field of the SMBH. The average decrease in coales-
cence timescale after the encounter is 26% in set E1 (8%
in set E1is), and by 29% in set E2 (21% in set E2is).
Including the tidal field is more important for loose bi-
naries: in set E1 and E2 there are 56% and 21% more
binaries with tgw less than half the initial one than in
set E1is and E2is, respectively. The decrease in merger
time is particularly enhanced in set E1p (121% more bi-
naries with tgw less than half the initial one) and sets E2p
and E2r (about 36% more binaries tgw less than half the
initial ones).
Since the initial semimajor axis of the binaries remains
quite high, only a few hundred binaries from set E2 merge
within a Hubble time after the encounter. We find that
the Keplerian tidal field can almost double the probabil-
ity of mergers, with 85% more binaries merging within
13.8 Gyr in set E2p than in set E2is. Note that since the
smallest semimajor axis from set E2 is about 1 au, thus
the decrease in merger time is mostly due to the high
eccentricity.
Fig. 11.— Cumulative distribution of gravitational wave coales-
cence timescale for surviving binaries in all sets of simulations of
binary-single encounters. Top panel: sets with abin = 50 au (E1,
E1r, E1p and E1is). Bottom panel: sets with abin = 5 au (E2,
E2r, E2p and E12s). Dashed red line: random oriented binaries;
dot-dashed blue line: prograde binaries; dotted green line: retro-
grade binaries, fine dotted cyan line: sets in isolation; black line:
initial coalescence timescale. Here we consider only binaries with
merger timescale shorter than the initial one. The distribution are
normalized to the number of binaries in the isolated sets.
We stress that our simulations do not include post-
Newtonian corrections, whose effect is to shorten the
merger timescale and increase the number of mergers in
the timeframe of the simulations. This effect will likely
be enhanced in the Keplerian scenarios, since the tidal
field tends to excite eccentricities, leading to closer en-
counters. Therefore, our estimate is to be considered as
a lower limit.
Several authors have investigated mergers of compact
binaries around SMBHs (e.g. Leigh et al. 2018; Arca-
Sedda & Gualandris 2018; Gonda´n et al. 2018; McKer-
nan et al. 2018; Arca-Sedda & Capuzzo-Dolcetta 2019;
Rasskazov & Kocsis 2019; McKernan et al. 2019), many
focusing mostly on the role of the Kozai-Lidov mecha-
nism (e.g. Antonini et al. 2012; VanLandingham et al.
2016; Petrovich & Antonini 2017; Hoang et al. 2018;
Hamers et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019; Hoang et al.
2019). In particular, Hoang et al. (2018) identify two
merger channels: one induced by the eccentric Kozai-
Lidov mechanism, the other induced by gravitational
wave radiation only. Our findings imply that three-body
encounters can dramatically affect both merger chan-
nels. Encounters can shorten the gravitational merger
timescale by exciting the eccentricity and shrinking the
binary semimajor axis, but also trigger the Kozai-Lidov
mechanism by altering the orientation of the binaries
with respect to their orbital plane around the SMBH.
In general, we expect that taking into account encoun-
ters will lead to an increased merger rate with respect
to studies that take into consideration only Kozai-Lidov
oscillations (Leigh et al. 2018). Furthermore, we pre-
dict that the number of interactions needed to harden
a black hole binary until it can coalesce can be substan-
tially lower than expected by not taking into account the
tidal field of the SMBH. Quantifying the enhancement of
merger rates due to encounters requires a thorough set
of Monte Carlo simulations to adequately sample the rel-
evant parameter space, which goes beyond the scope of
the current paper.
6. SUMMARY
In this work, we investigate the impact of the Keple-
rian tidal field on the dynamics of three-bodies in the
vicinity of a SMBH, across the spectrum of relative ve-
locities: bound unstable triples (low velocity dispersion)
and binary-single three-body scatterings (high velocity
dispersion).
We run highly accurate four-body simulations of two
different scenarios: a) a three-body encounter between
a binary and a single body orbiting a SMBH and b) an
unstable triple that decays into a binary and a single
body while orbiting around a SMBH. We then re-run the
same scenarios in isolation, and compare the outcomes.
Our findings are summarized below.
• Breakup of unstable triples. Unstable triples
are affected by the tidal field when the typi-
cal breakup velocity of the system in isolation is
smaller than the corresponding Hill velocity (Equa-
tion 7). When this occurs, angular momentum is
exchanged between the triple and the orbit around
the SMBH, which changes the properties of the
breakup. Low angular momentum triples gain an-
gular momentum from the orbit and the eccentric-
ity distribution of the final binaries becomes more
thermal (from superthermal). Conversely, high an-
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gular momentum triples can lose angular momen-
tum, which makes them behave more like low angu-
lar momentum triples such that the final semima-
jor axis becomes remarkably smaller. Regardless of
the angular momentum exchange, the upper limit
of the final semimajor axes increases, because the
system becomes tidally limited (Equation 6). We
also report a mismatch of the final binary eccen-
tricity and breakup kick distributions of isolated
triples with those expected from statistical escape
theory, which deserves future attention.
• Binary-single encounters. The tidal field alters
the orbital properties of the binaries after the en-
counter. Binaries that are particularly affected are
those whose semimajor axis is close to the Hill ra-
dius of the system, and prograde binaries. The
outcome depends on how deep the binary resides
in its Hill sphere. Binaries close to their Hill radius
tend to become more eccentric and to harden more
than in isolation. This effect is present also in bina-
ries that reside deep in their Hill radius, although
to a lesser degree. Depending on the initial condi-
tions, the inclusion of the tidal field can double the
merger probability of binary black holes.
Finally, our results demonstrate that Keplerian three-
body encounters can have an important role in trigger-
ing the coalescence of compact binaries around SMBHs:
a single encounter can decrease the gravitational wave
merger timescale by orders of magnitude. The inclusion
of the Keplerian tidal field can almost double the merger
probability compared to the isolated case. More quanti-
tative predictions on the production of gravitational wave
sources around SMBHs require a dedicated population
synthesis study that will be presented in the next work
of the series.
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